UCLA Bruins

UCLA Student Special!

$50 VALUE
FREE stuff when you activate
Extra Special Gift! When you “Like” us on

$50

UNLIMITED Talk Text Web
First 100 MB at up to 4G speed*

$60
$70

1500 min Talk/Text Also Available

$10

UNLIMITED INTERNATIONAL Talk & Text
Unlimited call to landlines in more than 50 countries
Unlimited texting to mobile phones in more than 200 countries

Add /Month

Samsung Galaxy S3

HTC One S

LG Optimus T

Nokia Lumia 710

* Capable device required for 4G speed. All unlimited text plans include picture and video messaging.

cs@pinwireless.com
https://www.facebook.com/pmobile.wireless (Multi-lingual staff specialized in Mandarin Chinese, Cantonese and Spanish)

(626) 606-0659
PCS Station

$50 UNLIMITED
Talk + Text /Month

Additional data package available for smart phones starting from $5 /mo

UCLA SPECIAL!
$50 value of FREE stuff when you activate!
Earphones, Car chargers, Travel Chargers and More!
Plus A Special Gift
When you “Like” us on

PCS Station, Inc.
(626) 606-0659
(Multi-lingual staff specialized in Mandarin Chinese and Cantonese)
cs@pinwireless.com
http://www.facebook.com/pcs.station.inc

AT&T U-verse
Digital TV, Landline Telephone and DSL Internet!
Customize your perfect bundle and we will help you install the evolutionary entertainment experience!

AT&T
Samsung Galaxy S3
Sony Xperia Ion
HTC One X
Nokia Lumia 900